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SUMMARY

Working formlas are presented for the steady-state teqeratures
and thermal stress in heat-generating infinite plates of constant con-
ductivity, and of conductivity that decreases linearly with temperature
as the temperature increases, for the case in which the heat is generated
uniformly throughout the plate thickness and both faces of the plate are
equally cooled. In addition to exact formulas for the variable-
conductitity plates, sinpler approximate formulas are derived, and cri-

teria for their applicability

It iS shown that, of all
are always under the greatest
greatest compression.

A criterion is indicated
tions under which the thermal

are indicated.

planes in the plate, the plate smfaces
tension, and the midplane is under the

for determining the surface cooling conti-
shocks at the surface and midplane will be

smaller than, equal to, or greater than the steady-state thermal stresses
at those planes. The shocks exceed the steady-state stresses only when
the initial surface-cooling conditions of the transient state are more
severe than the surface cooling conditions of the steady state. The
criterion is expressed for heat-generating plates by a simple relation
between a steady-state heat-transfer parameter of the heat-generating
plate and the Biot number of the transient state.

The Mmensionless parameters governing the transient temperatures
and therml stresses in materials of linearly varying conductivity are
derivedby a similarity study of the conduction equation and boundary
conditions of the transient state. A numerical technique for solving
the transient-state equations is indicated in detail. The method is
employed to obtain numerical.values of the transient temperatures and
stresses for a variety of parameter cotiinations, selected to test the
thermal-shock criterion. The results of the calculations substantiate
the shock criterion.
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2 NACA TN 2988

As a result of the study an insight is obtslned into the steady and
transient temperature and stress mechanisms in heat-generating plates of
constant conductivity and of conductivity that varies linearly with tem-

“

perature”.

INTRODUCTION

Thermal stresses in the steady and transient states have acquired
increasing interest for aircraft: in ductile-material applications, as
in turbine disks and blades3 and in brittle-material applications, as in
nozzle diaphragms, combustion-chauiberlinings, high-temperature coatings,
and recently in solids that generate heat internally.

A substantial literature exists on the steady-state thermal stresses
arising from temperature nonuniformity in solids of cylindrical and rec-
tangular geometries. The great= part of the literature on transient-
state stresses (shock),however, is concerned with suddenly heated or
cooled bodies of initially uniform temperature. No systematic study of
shock in lodies of initially nonuniform temperature nor any criterion
for ready prediction of when the shock wi12 exceed the steady-state
stress was found.

An additional consideration which appe~s not to have been studied
is the question whether thermal conductivity variations produce si~fi-
cant stress effects, in those applications for which the operating tem-
perature range is large. Examples of solids of substantially varying
conductivity are low-carbon steel, which halves its conductivity in the
range from room temperature to 1450° F, and Inconel X which doubles its
conductivity in the sane temperate range (ref. 1). Cermets and other
high-temperature materials may also exhibit substantial conductivity
variations with temperatur’e. If conductivity variations are considered,
it is desirable to identify the parameters governing the temperature in
both the steady and transient states, inasmuch as such an identification
facilitates design and the choice of test conditions.

A specific problem of current interest is that of thermal.stress
and shock in solids that generate heat internally. If the power per unit
volume of solid is high, and if the solid has low conductivity or
unfavorable creep properties, the thermal stress or shock may be exces-
sive. For heat-generating solids the effect of substantially decreasing
conductivity with increasing temperature is also of considerable interest,
inasmuch as such conductivity variation aggravates the steady stresses.

As part of its research in materials for aircraft, the NACA Lewis
laboratory has investigated the steady and transient temperatures, and
the steady and transient thermal stresses, in infinite plates which gen-
erate heat uniformly throughout their interior in the steady state and
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which, on suddenly ceasing to generate heat, are simultaneously imnersed
in an environment of constant temperature. The study has been made for
cases in which the plate conductivity is constant and for cases in which
the conductivity decreases llnearly with temperature as the temperature
increases.

The steady-state temperature distribution in a heat-generating
plate of linearly varying conductivity was not found in the literature,
and hence is derived herein; for comparison aqd completeness, the well-
known steady-state temperature distribution in a heat-generating plate
of constant conductivity is also presented. The transient temperature
distribution in plates having an initially nonuniform temperature dis-
tribution and a thermal conductivity that varies continually with loca-
tion and time was also not found in the literature. Such a plate can-
not-be readily analyzed by the existing procedures for composite plates}
the conductivities of which are generally treated as uniform and as
time-independent in a region of any one material; hence an extension of
the well-known finite-difference procedures was employed. The transient
temperatures in a constant-conductivityplate having an initially non-
uniform temperature distribution are presented in an infinite-series
solution in reference 2. For consistency with the calculations on
variable-conductivityplates, and also to eliminate series-convergence
considerations for the short time-periods of interest in the thermQ-
shock study, the finite-difference procedure was preferred over the
infinite-series solution for the constant-conductivityplates.

In the study of heat-generating plates reported herein, formulas
for the steady-state temperatures and stresses are presented. A cri-
terion is indicated for determining whether the steady stress or thernm.1
shock will be the greater under anticipated conditions of operation.
The dimensionless groups governing the transient temperatures and ther-
mal stresses in materials of linesrl.yvarying conductivity are derived.
A numerical technique is indicated for solving the transient-state con-
duction equation for variable-conductivitymterials, and typical curves
of transient temperature and stress are presented.

ANAIXSIS

General Stress Considerations

The relation for thermsl stress in a plate of thickness 2L
(fig. 1), in which the temperature varies only in the x-direction,
and in which end effects are not considered, is given in reference 3,
and in the notation of this report is

—— .—— -——. —..—
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(-oIs we defined in appenti A.) The geometric variable x my be -
changed to the dimensionless form x/L, and the temperature vsriable T
may be changed to 19 defined by the relation .

6 ‘l-’Te~ (2)

where Te is a constant. H @13 is satisfactorily constant over the
temperature range of interest in an application, and if use is made of ~

the facts that m
N

P1

and

equation (1)

d-l

maybe written

.

“

U=uzdgg
Y l-v

3/

‘(AN) ‘E [ 0‘(:)+

m-i:)”f ‘E)‘(a
-1

From equation (2), the e value at the plate surface is

e8=T8-Te

and if the steady-state surface temperature is denoted by Ts,o,

eS,o =T S,o - Te

—

(3)

(4)

(5)
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and Os,O is a constant.

If u is employed to represent both
to each other, and if & is defined as

‘Y and

.* Ak!Q0ma

equation (3) may be rewritten i.uthe

Wvs,o

dimensionless

5

crz,which are equal

(6)

form

(7)

$ %)~ (ah)(:)‘(a
Equation (7) involves no expkicit time dependence; if @s,o is known

throughout the plate the dimensionless stress is determined regardless
of whether e/Os,o is a steady or transient value. The first term of

the right metier of equation (7) is the local value of 9/OB,o at a

plane chosen for consideration,and w vary as x/L varies; the second
term is the average value of Vs,o over the plate thickness, and for

an existing temperature distribution is constant. The third term’is a
%oment of a temperature-moment”and my vary with x/L, but if the tem-
perature distribution is symmetrical about the plate center line,
(x/L= O), the term vanishes, and the local-dimensionlessstress is equal
to the difference between the plate average and the local values of

Ws,oe Thus in the case of a symmetrical temperature distribution the
thermal stress arises simply from the tendency of the local plane to
expand or contract to a length different from that corresponding to the
plate average temperature.

The case of a temperature distribution symmetrical about x/L = O
is the case under consideration in this report. As has been mentioned,
equation (7) reduces, in this case, to

Is’= S&.!)..
j3Ees,Q ‘(&)x/L+ (&)av

(8)

.—. .—.———— ——.—— ———— -——- —— -
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Equation (8) inticates
the temperature is the
positive value of a*
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that there ie no stress at the plane x/L where
same as the plate average temperature. If a
denotes tension, and a negative value of @ .

~enotes compression, equation (8) indicates that-planes at which the tem-
perature exceeds the plate average temperature are in compression, and
planes at which the temperature is less than the plate average tempera-
ture are in tension. Thus, for any plate temperature distribution sym-
metrical about the midplane the surface and midplane are under the
greatest stresses of opposite sign. For heat-generating plates equalJY ~

cooled at both surfaces, the surface is under the greatest tension, and 9)

the midplane under the greatest compression, of all planes in the plate.
N

Steady-State !lkmperatureand Stress in Heat-Generating Plates

The actual.magnitudes of surface andm.idplane stresses of heat-
exchanging plates can be determined if the distribution of 0/0$,0 h

known explicitly. For heat-generating plates in steady state, the fol-
lowing temperature distributions

(a) For a plate material of

e
—=1+
e~, o

are derived in appendix B:

constant therml conductivity,

(9)

(b) For a pkate material having a conductivity that vsries linearly
in the temperature range between environment and surface temperatures,

e
l-~~1 - z(~)(~- ‘)(x;:,) ~ -(~~1 ,,.,

~’

()

~ - %,0

G

(An approximate formla for ‘9/%,0 is discussed in appendix.)

Steady-state stresses for heat-generating plate of constant con-
ductivity. - The average value of e/e6,0 with equation (9) is

()e = 1—_ -
6s,0 av 2

f

1

-1

.

.

.
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or

On substituting equations (9) and (n) into equation

Equation (12) indicates zero stress at ~=

is equal to the plate average temperature.

f = Q> the stress is

au
S,o =

at the plate midplane, x/L =

O*
mjo -

(I-1)

(7) or (8),

(12)

— where the temperature
A’
At the plate surface,

‘X, O(l-V ) 2 q!?! L2
~E9

()
‘ z 2Ke8,0

S,o

0, the stress is

‘m,o(l-v)

()

1 q‘“ L2
$Eos,a = ? 23ce8,0

(El)

(14)

Steady-state stress for heat-generating plate of linearly varying
conductivity. - The average value of O/Os,O with equation (10) h

(–)e

e
=

s,o av

If A is defined as

— —..—— ——. —— —.— ._—_
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(15)
.

and if only positive values of A are considered (positivevalues of
A correspond to plates of conductivity that decreases as temperature
increases, as indicated in appendix B), .

()er-S,O av

By use of kquations (10) and (16) in equation (8], the stress at any
x/L can be coquted. At the surface, x/L= +1, the stress is

* %,o(l-v) =
(ss,0= f3E9S,oa

at the midplane, x/L = O, the stress is

1-

# =
m,o –

um,o(l-v)
j3E6’S,o

(16)

(17)

(18)

\ k]

(Approximateformulas for u~,o and u:,o are derived in appendix C.)

Transient Temperatures and Thermal Shock

The e/es,. distribution (and hence the stress) in the transient

state is governed by the familisx equation

.

.

— -.
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in the plate interior; and at the surface, by the standard relation

.

11= he%3(Jq-- =h&Ja
s

(20)

Equation (19) contains no source term because it is assumed for the
analysis herein that the heat-generating plate has suddenly ceased to
generate heat at the instant that it is immersed in the transient cooling
environment. It is noted that, whereas in the steady state the constant
Te is arbitrarily assignable,-the use of 9s in equation (20) indicates

that in the transient state the value assigned to Te must be the con-

stant temperature of the environment into which the plate is immersed on
ceasing to generate heat. In practice it is convenient to take Te the
same for both the steady and unsteady states, even though the steady-
state coolant my not have the temperature Te.

A calculation procedure for obtaining numerical values of $/% ,0
from equations (19) and (20) is indicated in appendix D, and in appen-
dix E a derivation is presented of the dimensionless groups governing

~1% ,
?

in the transient state. In terms of the derived groups, values
Ofeeao computed for an arbitrarily prescribed initial temperature
distribu~ion may be presented in a form useful for similar systems.
From a knowledge of the el% .0 distribution the transient thermal

stress (shock) is
indicated in some
appendix D.

,-
obtained by use of equation (8) of this section, as is
additional detail in the Calculation Procedure of

CRI’IERIONFOR IXMINANCE OF STEADY-STATE THERMAL

STRESS OR TRANSIENT THERMAL SHOCK

In establishing a criterion for whether the steady-state stress or
the thermal.shock willbe great-, the heat-transfer process in the
steady state and in the early stages of the transient state may be exam-
ined in some detail, and inferences be dram concerning the simultaneous
stress variation. The ultimate guide is equation (8) of the Analysis
section, which indicates that the stress is proportional to (eav - ‘x/L)” ‘
Inasmuch as the greatest stresses occur at x/L = O and+l, that is, at
the plate midplane and surfaces, the following considerations are directed
at a determination of the manner in which the tidplane and surface tem-
peratures vary in relation to the plate average temperature.

For convenience in discussion the half-plate maybe assumed divided
. into N thin segments of equal tidth 5. If 1 square foot of frontal

area is considered, and the plate is assumed to generate q:” Btu per
second per cubic foot Uniformly throughout its interior in the steady

.—— —.—— — —— --. ._ —_————. — -
__—..——
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d

state, then each segment of width 8 generates q“’ 5 Btu per second.
The steady-state temperature profile (i.e., local slope), is such that
each segment receives all the heat generated by segments nmre interior

.

than itself and transmits not only the heat received but also the adM-
tional amunt q’” 5 that it generates; hence the profile steepens out-
ward. The segment bounded by the plate surface receives (N-1) bq1“,
generates bq’”, and transmits N5q’” to the sink. If hst represents

the steady-state heat-transfer coefficient,

h9t (T9 - Tc) =h9t. ((3s- Oe) =N5q’” = q“~L (21)

Associated with the steady-state temperature profile and heat flow is a
thermal-stress distribution, everywhere proportional to the difference
between the average temperature and the local temperature,

[&)av_ (~]o’
where the subscript o denotes steady state.

At the instant that the plate ceases to generate heat and is
immersed into the coolant of temperature Te, the temperature profile in
the plate interior is that of the steady state and the heat flow through-
out the plate and into the plate surface is the same as in the steady
state. Accordingly, in a short time interval AT of the transient
state each element of thickness 5 (exceptpossibly the element next
to the plate surface) delivers outwa??dalJ_the heat received from seg-
ments mre interior than itself, and in addition gives up 5q’”AT
heat units from its own volume. Inasmch as the heat source has ceased
to generate, the amunt of heat bq’” AT given up by each segment is
derived from the enthalpy of the segment itself; hence the temperature
of every interior segment falls by q’” A~[Pc degrees. The level of
the interior temperature is thus decreased, but the temperature profile
everywhere except nesr the surface is exactly as before. Accordingly,
in the next time interval AZ each interior segment, delivering heat
at the rate determined by the local temperature profile (slope), again
gives up 5q’”A~ heat units. It is seen that in a finite period of
the transient.state,before the plate interior canbe d?fectedby the
cooling conditions at the surface, the interior temperature level must
fall uniformly with time, at the rate q“’/pc at every point; and the
interior temperature profile must remain for a period exactly the same
as in the steady state, regardless of the nature of the surface cooling
conditions. It is accordingly seen that the only iufluence the midplane
region can exert on the plate average temperature early in the transient
state is to pronmte a decrease of the average temperature at the rate
q“’/pc.

o
N
m
N

.

.
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The major factor capable of mmiifying the rate at which the average
temperature changes is the surface temperature, which is at all times
responsive to the external cooling conditions. Hence the stress-shock
criterion must emerge from a study of the temperature variations in the
plate as determinedly the three possible kinds of cooling condition at
the plate surface, as follows:

If h is the constant heat-transfer coefficient in the transient
state, TS,O the initial temperature of the plate surface, and Te the

constant temperature of the transient-state environment, the heat flow
from plate to environment at the instant of immersion is

h(Ts,o - Te) a hes,o

and three possibilities exist:

(a) he8,0=h8t (e8,0 - 19c)

(b) he8,0 < h8t (e8,0 - ec)

(c) he8,0 > hst (e8,0- ec)

(22)

(23)

@sM. - In case (a) of equations (23) the plate surface is sub-
ject to initial transient-state cooling conditions equal to those of the
steady state. Then the environment removes heat at exactly the rate of
its delivery from plate midplane to surface, with no heat retention or
extraordinary heat flow occurring anywhere in the plate. Then not only
all interior temperatures, but the surface temperature as well, ititially
fall at the rate q“’/pc, and for a period the temperature profile
throughout the plate (except for second-order changes at the surface)
will remain the same as in the steady state. During this period of con-
stant temperature profile the average plate temperature of course also
falls at the rate q“~pc; hence for this transient-state period the
thermal stresses everywhere in the plate must, to first-order accuracy,
be constant at the values of the steady state. Ultimately the surface
temperature decreases enough that hes is perceptibly smaller than
heS,o” At this time

(N - 1) bqn’ ~ hes< he8,0 = N5q”’

..-. —.. —— —--—————— —— —-..—— .—— ——
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(24)

The decrease of the temperature slope at the plate surface indicated by
inequality (24) arises because the segment next to the surface can no
longer deliver heat to the environment at the rate prevailing in the
steady state and must retain a fraction of the enthalpy it formerly deliv-
ered from its own volume. Thus the temperature of the surface segment
can no longer fall at the rate q“’/pc by which the temperatures of
nearby points are falling. Inasnmch as the average plate temperature
reflects the change at the surface, the average temperature now also falls

/ , although not as slowly as the temperatureat a rate slower than q’” pc
of the surface segment itself. At this time both the midpl.aneand sur-
face temperatures approach nmre closely than formerly to the average tem-
perature, and the thermal stresses at the two planes must decrease to
lelow the steady-state values.

It is thus seen that if the cooling conditions at the surface at
the beginning of the transient state are equal to those of the steady
state, the stresses everywhere in the plate must for a period remain
effectively constant at the steady-state values; and that the first
changes in surface and midplane stresses are decreases to values below
those of the steady state.

In case (a) it is noteworthy, as for the surface segment Just con-
sidered, that every segment of the formerly-heat-generatingplate is at
some time subject to an undiminishing heat inflow at one face and a
diminishing sink strength at the other face, and that the segment adjusts
the rate of delivery of its own enthalpy to satisfy the heat-flow con-
ditions at both faces. In this mmner the plate temperature profile
flattens inwardly until the midplane is affected by the cooling conditions
at the surface. Throughout the period of initial profile flattening the
stresses at the surface and midplane decrease.

As the surface temperature decreases, the ability of the environment
to remove heat also decreases; and inasrmch as the steadily decreasing
sink strength of the environment always requires time to affect the
average and midplane temperatures, the temperatures of the interior wilJ
always drop more rapidly than the surface temperature. Thus in case (a)
the surface and midplane stresses will decrease steadily to zero.

EdP.L- In case (b) the plate initially delivers heat to the
surface at a rate greater than the environment can remove; hence the tem-
perature of one or more segments near the surface rises immediately on

.——
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immersion, while simultaneously the interior temperatures fall at the
rate q“’/pc. The average temperature must fall at a rate slightly
lower than q“’/pc; hence the midplane and surface tenqeratures both
come closer to the average than in the steady state, and both stresses
must immediately decrease. For the same reason as in case (a), that the
average and midplane temperatures each feel and respond to the changing
sink strength of the environment later than the surface does, the tem-
perature profile must flatten steadily inward, and the midplane and sur-
face stresses must decrease steadily to zero.

wds4L.- In case (c) of relation (23) the environment removes
nmre heat tbn the plate interior initially delivers to the surface.
The excess heat derives from segments near the surface, and the surface
temperature must falJ at a rate exceeding q“’/pc. Hence the average
plate temperature will also fall nmre rapidly than q’rt/pc,but less
rapidly than the surface temperature. The midplane temperature, as
previously discUssed, falls initially at q“~pc. Hence both the surface
and midplane stresses must immediately rise to values greater than those
of the steady state.

Inaamuch as the effect of the surface cooling conditions must pene-
trate into a substantial portion of the interior before the average tem-
perature can begin to fall at the same rate as the surface temperature,
the surface stress wi.lJcontinue to rise for a period. Sindlarly, the
rate of decrease of midplane temperature lags behind that of the average
temperature, and the nridplanestress will also continue to rise. lJlti-
mately the diminishing sink strength of the environment as surface tem-
perature decreases, coupled with increasing heat flow from the plate
interior, wilJ lead to a leveling o:f and subsequent steady decrease of
the surface stress. At a later time the midplane stress will reach its
peak and subsequently subside.

Thus, it is seen that for formerly-heat-generatingplates it is
only in case (c), best> hst (6s,0 - @c), tmt the stiace temperature

ititially falls more rapidly than the interior temperatures; and only
in this case do the shocks at the surface and midplane exceed the steady-
state stresses. (It is of interest that even in case (c) there are
intermediate segments for which the stress initially decreases, because
the stress becomes zero whereever the local temperature equals the aver-
age; in case (c) the location of the average temperature nmves closer
to the surface on plate immersion.)

Linearly vsrying conductivity. - The foregoing discussion has been
for plates of constant conductivity. The effect of linear increase in
cond~ctivity as temperature decreases is now briefly considered. In
general, the local temperature profile ~ybe expected to dominate over
the conductivity variation in determining the heat flow. Hence the

_———-——— _. —....— —— — .—
.——. ..— —
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general behavior of variable-conductivityplates may be expected to be
similar to that of constant-conductivityplates. If it is noted, huwever,
that AK/K per degree decrease in temperature is greater in the interior ‘
than near the surface, it follows that in cases (a) and (b) the tempera- G

ture profile will flatten more rapidly, and the midplane and surface
?y

stresses will decrease more rapidly, than if conductivity is constant. ;

In the case (c) the surface stress wilJ_always tend initially to
increase to a value above that of the steady state. The initial stress
variation at the midplane, however, depends on the degree to which
hes,o exceeds hst (6s,0 - 19c),because the favorable conductivity var-

iation at the midplane may permit the temperature there to decrease at
a rate equal to or exceeding that of the plate average temperature.
Inammzch as the surface stress always tends to increase when hes,o

exceeds hst (es,. - 13c),a calculation of the transient stresses will

be necessary. F& a fixed ratio h6Js,o/%t @s,o - ec) greater than

unity, the maximum surface and midplane shocks in the variable-
conductivity plate will be a smaller multiple of the steady-state values
than in the constant-conductivityplate; the favorable K variation in
the plate interior reduces the rates at which both the surface and mid-
plane temperatures depsrt from the plate average temperature.

8hock criterion in terms of hL/& and q“: L2/2&es,o. - The con-

dition of equation (23a),

hf3 hst (%,0 - ec) (23a)S,o =

which is the condition separating dominance by steady-state thermal
stress from dominance by transient thermal shock, may be expressed as
a relation between the transient-state parameter hL/Q and the steady-

state parameter q“’L2/2K#s,o of heat-generating plates, as follows:

From equation (21)

%t @s,o - cc)= q’”L

Then when equation (23a) is satisfied,

heS,. = q’” L

On multiplying both sides of equation (25) by L~lQes,o

— ——— -.——.

(25)

.

..

.
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()q,,,~ze= 2 2%%,0

15

(26)

Thus if equation (26) is satisfied the steady-state stress and maximum
transient shock will be equal to each other. The shock will exceed the
stress only if

(27)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Steady State

Temperatures. - Formulas for the steady-state temperature distribu-
tions in heat-generating plates of constant conductivity, and of con-
ductivity that changes linearly with temperature, are derived in appen-
dix B and have been indicated in the Analysis section (eqs. (9) and (lo)).
The temperature variable employed in the derived formulas is 6, defined
as T- Te, where T is the local plate temperature, and Te is a

constant reference temperature. (Te is not necessarily the temperature
of the steady-state cooling environment. The use of ~ puts the steady-
state temperatures into the same form as the one useful in describing
the plate transient temperatures that would occur on sudden exposure of-
the plate to a cooling environment of temperature Te.) “In the derived
formulas the temperatures are expressed in dimensionless formby use of
the ratio 9/es,o, a parameter appesring among the dimensionless groups

shown in appendix D to govern the transient temp~atures in plates of
linearly varying conductivity.

&%,o)- q

From the ratio e/es,. the quantity.

is readily obtained and, being equal to (T - Ts,o)/es,o,

gives a direct measure of the temperature difference between the surface
and an interior point in the heat-generating plate..

The formulas derived in appendix B show that in heat-generating
plates of constant conductivity the ratio e/%,o depends on x/L and

on 1 s,q’” I? 2Ke ~; in heat-generating plates of linearly vsrying conduc-

tivity the ratio 0s,0 depends on x/L, q‘“ L2/2J3&es,o,and %,0/%”

Curves illustrative of the distribution of e/es,. are presented in

figure 2 in the form [@s,o) - d against x/L. Parts (a) to (d) of

figure 2 are for the four values 0.0025, 0.005, 0.010, and O.020 of the
parameter q’” L2/~es o, and in each part of the figure plates of con-
stant conductivity) and’plates of Ks,o/l$ values of 0.5 and 0.2j me

. - _..—..——— -—. . .—— —— ——.
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represented. (It is noteworthy

necessarily iqly a large slope
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.

that low values of Ks,o/Ke do not

of conductivity with temperature. A
moderate conductivity slope with temperature, conbined either with a
large temperature difference L9s,0,or with a low value of reference con-

ductivity ~, or both, can result in values of ~,o/~ substantially

lower than unity.) The curves of figure 2 reflect ~he relations derived
in appendix B:

For plates of constant conductivity the quantity @/eS,J-q is

parabolic with x/L, and at any x/L increases in direc-tproporti–onto
q ‘“ L2/2KO~ao. For plates of linearly varying conductivity, and for

appropriate’combinationsof q“’L2/2~e6,0 and ~,o/Ke as discussed

in detail in appendix B, the quantity ~0/e~40]-~- is also essentially

parabolic with x/L, and at any x/L inLcrea~e-sv~ry nearly directly with
q’” @/~es,o and inversely with ~,o/~; these characteristics are

illustrated in figure 2(a) to (c) wherein all the plates are behaving
very nearly as constant-conductivityplates, with conductivity equal to
that at the,temperature of the plate.surface. Figure 2(d) illustrates,

however, in the case

and ~,o/Ke outside

variable-conductivity
conductivity plates.
conductivity relation
discussed in appendix
temperature.increases
et~ q’” ~z@e%,o

%,0
— = 0.2, that for combinations of q
%

/
ltlL2 ~ e

e S,O

the suitable range, as discussed in appendix B,

plates differ to a significant degree from constant-
A measure of the accuracy with which the constant-
approximates the variable-conductivityrelation is
B, where it is also shown that if K decreases as
there is a limiting value beyond which the param-
cannot increase.

Stresses. - Relations have been indicated in the Analysis section
(eqs0~4), (17), and (18)) and in appendix C for the steady-state
stresses in heat-generating plates of constant conductivity, and of
conductivity that decreases linearly with temperature as temperature
increases. I?otehas also been made in the Analysis section that in heat-
generating plates equally cooled on both surfaces the greatest tensile
stress occurs at the plate surfaces and the greatest compressive stress
occurs at the plate midplane. Values of dimensionless steady-state
surface stress # ~,o, in heat-generating platess,o, and midplane stress @

of constant and of linearly varying thermal conductivity are shown in
figure 3 for values of q /

!!1L2 ~ ee s,. from O to 0.0145 and for values

of Ks,o/R& from O to 0.15. Figure 3 reflects the stress formulas

derived in the Analysis section and in appendix C:

.
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For plates of constant conductivity

in direct proportion to qI“ L2/2Kes,o.

17

both cr~,o and a~,o increase

For @.ates of conductivity that

decreases linearly with temperature the stresses are at first very nearly
directl.yproportional to q ‘“ L2/2K&Os o andinversely proportionalto

Ks,o/Ke. Fortheconbinationsof q“~L2/2Ke@s,o and ~o/l$ for

which these direct and inverse proportionalities occur the’plate is
behaving as one having a constant conductivity equal to that at the tem-
perature of the plate surface. /The range of qn’ I? 2Kee~,o in which

u* is linear with q“’L2/~t3s,o depends on the value of Ks,o/Ke,

and the range increases as ‘s”,/Ke increases. Thus for Ks,o/Ke of

0.15, curvature away from a straight ~ne begins to occur at

[
qlt!L2 2K ee S,. of 0.003, while for ~ o/& above 0.375 linearity

exists over the range of q’” L2/21Qf3s~ (O to 0.0145) shown in fighre 3.

For each ~,o/~ smaller than unity ~here is a value of q“’ L2/2K#~,o
above which the variation of C* ceases to be linear; whenever such cur-
vature occurs the inverse proportionality between a* and %,o&

also ceases to be valid. (It is noteworthy that when u* is linear tith
q’“ L2/2K#s,o, a* is directly proportional to plate thiclmess, provided

that hst(es,o - cc), the heat dissipation per unit smface area, is

constant. The constancy of hst(8s,o - 19c) implies that, as plate

thickness increase$, the internal heat-generation rate q’” is decreasing
as l/L.)

Transient State

Governing dimensionless parameters. - IY a plate of arbitrary
steady-state temperature distribution is suddenly immersed in a cooling
environment of constant temperature Te the subsequent temperature and
thermal stress histories of the plate depend on the plate initial tem-
perature distribution; on Te; on the transient-stateheat-transfer

coefficient; on plate thickness; and on plate thermal diffusitity, which
may WY with temperature. In order that a systematic study and presen-
tation of transient-temperaturesand stresses maybe made, a knowledge
of the parameters that govern the transient state is necesssxy.

General transient-state parameters for variable-conductivityplates:
In appendix E it is shown that if the conductivity of a plate material
varies linearly with temperature in the range between plate and environ-
ment temperatures the parameters goveruing the transient-temperature
ratio e/es,. at x/L (and hence the dimensionless stress 8 at

x/L)y are ~/~~ ae~/L2> and Ks,o/~. The first two pmameters are

the Biot and Fourier numbers, respectively, with plate thermal conduc-
tivity evaluated at the constant temperature T!e of the cooling envi-
ronment. The parameter ~,o/~ is the ratio of plate conductivity at

the initial surface temperature Ts,o to the plate conductivity at

.__.—.— .-——. —— —— —
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temperat e Te.

L

The indicated three parameters, then, are suitable for
the syst tic study and presentation of transient temperatures in plates -
of linear& varying conductivity. (For a fixed value of ~,o/Ke the

Biot and~ourier nuniberscan equally wellbe based on ~,. instead of

Q; hence /2 ~d ~,o/Ke@%,o~ %,o~ L ) could equally well be regarded

as the governing parameters.)

It is noteworthy that although the thermal conductivity of a plate g
materid’may vary substantiallywith temperature the constant conductiv- Oa
ities K

9 ‘r %,0 in the Biot and Fourier numbers, together with the
N

~,o/Ke, me completely adequate to define the transientconstant ratio K
temperatures, for a prescribed initial temperature distribution. It is
also noteworthy that plate materials having different conductivities at
Te, and different conductivity slopes with te~erature, will have equal

transient values of 6/0s,0 at x/L if the values of hL/Ke, ae%/L2,

‘d %,o/Ke are equal in the two plate systems (provided, of course,

that the initial distributions of e/es,. with x/L are also equal.

The requirement of similar steady-state temperature distributions sig-
nifies, for example, that plates having uniform initial e/es,. canbe

compared only with other plates hating uniform initial e/eS,o; while

plates having linear, or parabolic, initial ‘%, o distributions can

only be compared, respectively, with other plates having linear> or
parabolic, initial distributions).

Parameters for heat-generating plates: The derived steady-state
formulas show that for heat-generating plates of constant conductivity
the steady-state value of %,0 at x/L deyends on q’” L2/2Kes,o~

and for heat-generating plates of linearly vsrying conductivity the
steady-state value of e/EJs,o at x/L depends on q“’L2/2K@s,o and

K~,o/l$. Thus ifaplate generates heatuniformly inthe steady State,

and then ceases to generate heat and is simultaneously immersed in a
cooling environment of temperature Te, the transient-temperatureratio

e/es.. at x/L is completely determined if a specification is made of

q’” Lz/<es,o

equals unity.)

for Dominance of

is, of course,

Thermal Stress

q “~’i?/2Kees,o, %,JKe~ @Ke~and aeT/L2”(ForPktes ‘f constant
conductivity,

and %,0/%

Criterion

the same as q’” L2/2Kes,o,

or Shock and Typical

Variations of Transient Temperature and Stress

In the Analysis section it-was indicated that the relative magni-
tudes of steady-state stress and transient shock depend on the relative
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magnitudes of he~,o and h~t(e~,o - 19c);or equivalently, for heat-

generating plates, on the comparative magnitudes of M& and

q‘” ‘12Ke6s,o” The results of temperature and stress calculations for

several values of the stated parameters are presented in figures 4 to 9;
figures 4 to 6 sre for plates of constant conductivity, and figures 7 to
9 are for plates of ~,o/Ke equal to 0.151. In a12 cases the plates

me assumed to have gen&ated heat uniformly throughout their interiors
in the steady state, and are assumed to have ceased suddenly to generate
heat and to have been immersed in a cooling end.ronment of constant tem-
perature Te. Ml plates are assumed to be cooled equally on both faces,

by constant heat-transfer coefficient h between plate and cooling
environment.

Constant-conductivityplates, hL/K= 2(q’’’L2Kes,o)o). - Figure 4

is for plates of constant conductivity, for a steady-state value of
q‘“ L2/2K0s+o equal to 0.01, and for a transient-state value of hL/~

equal to 0.02. In figure 4(a), 13/6JS,ois shown against x/L for several

values of aT/L2. For the calculation an interval of slightly less than
0.02 was employed for a%/L2, as satisfying the convergence criterion
indicated in the Calculation Procedure of appendix D; nmst values of
ax/L2 are omitted from the figure. In figure 4(b) the dimensionless

O*surface stress s and the Mmensionless midplane stress ~ are shown

against a~/L2.

The temperatures and stresses in figure 4 illustrate the conclu:
sions obtained in the Analysis for plates of constant conductivity, for
hL/K = 2 (q’’’L2Kesjo):): The temperature profile, and hence the stresses

throughout the plate,-remain for a period effectively constant at the
steady-state values; and after the period of constancy the stresses at
surface and midplane decrease.

Constant-conductivityplates, hL/K< 2(q’” L2/2Kes,o). - Figure 5

is for plates of constant conductivity, for a steady-state value of

q‘“ L2/2KQ8,0 equal to 0.01 and for a transient-state value of hL/K

also equal to 0.01. Figure 5 illustrates the conclusions of the Analysis
for the constant-conductivitycase, hL/K <2(q’” L2/2K@s,o): The tem-

peratures near the surface initially rise, while the interior tempera-
tures fti uniformly; hence the surface andtidplane stresses immediately
decrease to values below those of the steady state. The fi~e also
shows that the temperature profile throughout the plate ultimately adjusts
itself so that every segment transmits not only all the heat it receives,
but also gives up very nearly the same amunt of its own enthalpy as
given by the other segments. When this adjustment occurs the temperature
throughout the plate falls very nearly uniformly with time, as inticated

—

———————— —. .— —.-— ——.
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d
the curves for ox/L2 from 0.40 to 0.48. Inasmuch as this condition
like the one previously presented in figure 4 (hL/K= 2q’” L2/2Kes,o),

the temperature and stress behaviors subsequent to
.

a~/L2 of 0.48 wili.
closely resenble the behavior of the previously presented case.

Constant-conductivitypl-ates,hL/K> 2(q’’’L2KeB,o)o). -Figure 6 is

for plates of constant conductivity, for a steady-state value of
q“’L2/2KQs,o equal to O.01, and for a transient-state value of hL/K

equal to 0.03.

Figure 6(a) shows that initialJy the temperatures near the surface
fall.more sharpIy than those of the interior, reflecting the fact that
the cooling conditions at the surface are more severe than in the steady
state. The temperature curve steepens pro~essively inward until, for
the case shown, a~/L2 equals about 0.38, after which the shape of the
temperature curve is such that each segment gives up very nearly the same
enthalpy as every other segment; thereafter the temperature falls very
nearly uniformly throughout the plate, until aT/$ equals at least
0.937. The subsequent temperature history will closely reseniblethat
for the case hL/K= 2(q’’’L2KeKes,o), illustrated in figure 4.

Figure 6(b) shows that at the instant of plate immersion u~ and
u% both increase, u~ nmre rapidly than IJ~. At ox/L2 of about 0.4,

for the case shown, both stresses have slowed their rate of increase
almost to zero. The stress o; is effectively at its peak value, 0.0099,

a 50 percent increase above the 0.0066 value of the steady state. At
* has passed its peak value and has started to decrease,c@? of 0.937, as

while a: is stilJ increasing very slowly prior to attaining its own

peak, which will differ only slightly from the value at IXC/L2 of 0.937.
Thus the maximum transient value of a~, like a~, is about 50 percent

higher than the steady-state value.

The temperature and stress variations shown in figure 6 illustrate
the conclusion in the Analysis that when hL/K exceeds 2(q’” ti/2Kes,o)

the surface temperature till initially fall more shsrply than the uni-
formly falling interior temperatures, and hence that the surface and mid-
plane stresses will increase initially to values above those of the
steady state before decreasing to zero.

Vsriable-conductivityplates, ~/Ke= 2(q’” L2/~es,o)” - Fiwe 7

is for plates of conductivity that decreases linesrly as temperature
increases; the conductivity variation is representedby t~e ratio
Ks,o/&= 0.151. The figure corresponds to a steady-state value of

q‘“ L2/2KJ3s,o equal to 0.01 and a transient-state value of hi/K equal
.
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to 0.02. In figure 7(a), e/e~,o is shown sgainst’ x/L for several

values of ~%/L2. For the calculation an interval of 0.0756 was used

for ~Z/L2, as requiredby the convergence criterion indicated in the

Calculation Procedtie of appendix D. The solid curves represent tempera-
tures computed with the transient-state conductivity variation taken into
account. The dashed curves represent temperatures computed when, with
the actual steady-state temperature distribution of the variable-
conductivity plate taken as the starting distribution, the conductivity
variation in the transient state was neglected and the initial surface
conductivity was employed for the entire transient-state calculation.
Figure 7(b} shows dimensionles~ surface and midplane stresses> Og and

u:, respectively, and the solid and dashe-dcurves have the same signifi-

cance as indicated for figure 7(a).

Figure 7(a) shows that the steady-state temperature distribution
(o&/L2 = O) is much steeper than the steady-state distribution shown
in fQure 4(a) for constant-conductivityplates. The difference in
steepness for equal values of q,,JL2/~eso aisesfrom themuch lower

plate surface and interior conductivities &en ~,o/Ke

s,0/% eqtis mity.

equals 0.151

than when K Figure 7(a) shows that although the

surface cooling conditions at the start of the transient state are equal
to those of the steady state, the interior temperatures falJ more rapidly
than the temperatures near the surface. The difference in cooling rates
of the interior and surface regions arises because although the conduc-
tivity increases everywhere in the plate as the temperature falls, the
value of AK/K per degree temperature drop is greater in the interior
than near the surface.

The dashed lines of figure 7(a) show that the computation based on
surface conductivity, a value not much in error for the plate region near
the surface, but noticeably higher than the interior conductivities,
leads to an initial overestimation of the heat flow from the plate
interior, and to a corresponding overestimation of the early rate of
temperature drop in the plate interior. From the relation hes = q“

it is seen t$at when the net heat flow is overestimated es must be

higher than when q“ is accurately evaluated. Hencej for the time span
under consideration (ue’’c/L2<1.2), the surface temperatures on the

dashed curves are higher than those of the nmre accurate solid curves.
The comparative long-term temperature histories, after the conductivity
everywhere in the plate exceeds the initial surface value, would require
further calculation to establish.

Figure 7(b) shows that as in the case of constant-conductivity
plates when M.J/K= 2(q’” L2/2Kes,o), the surface stress is for a short

period effectively constant at the steady-state value, and then slowly

— ——.—— .— ———— ~— ——.————- -—-— —
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decreases. (It maybe noted that the steady-state stress is mch higher
than for the constant-conductivityplate at the same value of
q'''L2/<e, o, because of thesteep t*eratme vmiationin the case “

%,0/% = 0.~51, as previously indicated. The steady-state stress is

slightly lower than the value shown in figure 3 for ~,o/~ = 0.150

because of the slightly better conductivity representedby
Ks,o/~ =0.151.) Unlike thecaseof constant-conductivityplates, the

midplane stress decreases immediately upon plate immersion, reflecting g

the approach of midplane and average temperatures as the midplane con- m
N

ductivity and temperature drop increase. For values of ~%/L2 greater
than 1.2, both u~ and IS% will slowly but steadily decrease to zero.

The dashed curves of figure 7(b) show that because of the over-
estimated flattening of the temperature curve exhibited in figure 7(a),
the stresses at both surface and midplane are ititially underesthated
if computations are based on constant conductivity equal to that at the
initial surface teqerature. Thlm for this case, at ae7/L2 of 1.0,

the surface stress is underestimated about 8 percent, and the midplane
stress about 20 percent. Neither underestimation is very significant,
however, if the steady-state stresses are tolerable, because as indicated ‘
in the Analysis, and as indicated also by figure 7(b), the transient
stresses at surface and midplane do not exceed the steady-state values

/ s,o). (AcoDervative esttite of thewhen hL/Q equals 2(q~” L2 2Ke

stresses would result if the less laborious computation with constant
conductivity were based on conductivity equal to that at the initial
midplane temperature.)

Variable-conductivity plates, hL/IQ< 2(q’” L2/~Os,o). - Figure 8

is for plates of conductivity variation representedby ~,o[Ke = 0.151.

The figure corresponds to values of q’” L2/2Ke0s,o and ~~~ both

equal to 0.01. As a whole, the transient temperatures (fig. 8(a)) -and
the transient stresses (fig. 8(b}) exhibit behatiors very similar to
those in the analogous case of constant-conductivityplates indicated in
figure 5. The nmiifications introducedhy the conductivity variation
are basically the same as those already discussed in figure 7. Also,
as in figure 7, the use of constant conductivity equal to the initial
surface value, instead of the variable local values, initially over-
estimates the cooling rate of the plate interior and underestimates the
cooling rate of the surface region; hence underestimates the early sur-
face and midplane stresses.

Variable-conductitity plates, hL/&> 2(q’” L2/2Ke%,o). - Figure 9

is for plates having a 13near conductivity variation representedby
Ks,o/Ke = 0.151. The figure is for q’” L2/2Ke%,o equal to 0.01 and .
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for hL/~ equal to O.03;‘thus hL/~ > 2(q‘“ L2/&6~ o) and the

initial transient-state surface cooling conditions are &re severe than
those of the steady state. For the temperature and stress calculations
shown in figure 9, an interval of slightly less than 0.0747 was used for
a&/L2 . The solid and dashed curves have the same significance as indi-

cated in figure 7.

The solid lines of figure 9(a) show that in the esrl.ytransient
state (aeT/L2 smaller than about 0.3) the midplane and surface regions

cool nmre rapidly than the intermediate plate region. The midplane
region cools relatively rapidly.because AK/K per degree temperature
decrease is relatively high. The surface region cools rapidly because
the environment extracts heat at a rate greater than can be supplied
by the plate interior, the net heat flow from which is primarily governed
by the temperature profile and only secondarily by the conductivity var-
iation. By the time aez/L2 is about 0.3, however, the plate tempera-

ture profile has adjusted itself so that each segment cools at very
nearly the same rate as every other segment, a transient-state adjustment
which was also noted in the cases of constant-conductivityplates herein
considered. The dashed curves of figure 9(a) show, as in previous figures,
that the initial surface conductivity overestimates the net heat flow
from the plate, mainly from overestimating the cooling rate of the mid-
plane region.

.

~

Figure 9 b) shows, a~ in the case of constant-conductivityplates,
e s,o) the surface stress rises on immer-that when hLK>2(q’’’2Ktltl

sion of the plate into the tramient-state environment. The surface
stress reaches a maximum and then decreases. It is noteworthy that the
maximum percentage rise of surface stress for &,o/Ke ofo.151is
about 20 percent of the steady-state value, compared with the 50-percent
increase noted for constant-conductivityplates having the same
q“’L2/~@s,o and hL/~ (fig. 6). The favorable effect of an increas-

ing conductivity on the transient-state stresses was indicated in the
Analysis. As in previous figures, the constant-conductivitycalculation,
represented by the dashed curves of figure 9(b), underesttites the
surface stress, but for the conditions of figure 9 the effect is less
than 5 percent of the exact value.

The midplane stress is seen in figure 9(b) to undergo an initial
decrease, because of the excess local-temperature decrease as compared
with the average plate-temperature decrease. The midplane stress sub-
sequently increases, however, to a value about 10 percent above that of
the steady-state value, as compared with approximately 50-percent
increase noted for cr~ in the constant-conductivityplates of figure 6.
(At a&/L2 of about 1.0 in figure 10, the midplane stress is still

increasing very slowly, but its achievement of a maximum and subsequent

—.—. — .——
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decrease are imminent.) The constant-conductivitycalculation under=
estimates the midplane stress by about 18 percent of the exact value and
changes the time at which the stress starts to rise after its initial
decrease. As previously indicated, advantage may be taken of the smaller
labor involved in the constant-conductivitycalculation, while obtaining
a conservatively high approdmtion of the stresses, by employing the
conductivity corresponding to the initial temperature of the plate mid-
plane.

Typical variations. - It is seen from figures 4 to 9 for plates of
constant conductivity, and of conductivity which decreases linearly as
temperature increases, that the three possible”variations of early
transient-state temperature and stress are accounted for by exploration
of the combinations (a) hL/& = 2(q’’’L~Os,o),),

(b) hL/~ < 2(q’” L2/2K# s,o), and (c) hL/~ > 2(q” ‘ L2/2K@s, o). Hence

it is seen that the comparison of hL/& and 2(q’” L2/2Kees,o) is a

suitable criterion for determining whether the steady stress or the
transient shock willbe the greater. It w also be seen that whereas
values of q “’L2/2&es,o and hL/& other than those herein considered

wi12.lead to magnitudes of e/Qs,o Wd.
G* different from those shown

in the figures, the nature of the transient-state variations willbe
similar to those of either case (a), (b), or (c). That is, the curves
of figures 4 to 9 are typical cooling and shock curves for formerly-
heat-generating plates of constant conductivity, and of conductivity that
decreases linearly as temperature increases.

Conclusions. - From the discussion of figures 2 to 9 the following
conclusions may be drawn:

1. The steady-state temperatures and stresses increase as
q~r!L2/&es o increases W as ~,o/~ decreases.>

2. In the early transient state the deep interior of the plate cools
at a rate deternd.nedentirely by the steady-state local temperature pro-
file andby the local conductivity variations as the esrly cooling pro-
ceeds; that is, the cooling rate at the midplane early in the transient
state is independent of the cooling conditions at the surface. The sur-
face region, on the other hand, cools at a rate determined simultaneously
by the heat flow from the interior, the strength of the external sink, and
the local conductivity variation. The parameters governing the transient

!tlL2/~es,oJ %)otemperature ratio e~es,o at any point x/L are q /Kc,

hL/%& and a#/L2. -

-.

3. The severity of the thermal shock, as compared tith the steady-
state thermal stress, may be satisfactorily evaluated by a comparison
between the initial surface cooling condition of the transient state
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he~,. and the steady-state surface coo~ng condition hst(es,o - cc).

For formerly-heat-generatingplates as herein described, the stress-
shock comparison may be made, equivalently, by a comparison of the Biot
nuniber hL/Ke and the steady-state quantity 2(q’t’L2/~es,o). The

thermal shocks at loth midplane and surface exceed the steady-state stress
only when hes,o exceeds hst(es,o - cc), or equivalently,when hL/~

exceeds 2(q’” lZ’/2K&f3s,o).

4. If the conductivity of the plate material increases linearly as
the temperature decre~es,

2
he nwximm shocks of plate surface and mid-

plane, when hL/Ke> 2(q’” L /~es,o), we a smaller multiple of the

steady-state values than when the conductivity of the plate material is “
constant.

5. Use of the initial surface conductivity for calculation of the
transient temperatures and stresses initially overestimates the cooling
rate and can substantially underestimate the early transient stresses.
A conservative constant-conductivitycalculation wou.ldbe obtainedby
use of the steady-state conductivity of the plate midplane.

6. The conclusions derived from figures 4 to 9 for the transient
state substantiate the indications obtained from the analysis presented
herein.

RESUITS AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Working formulas are derived for the steady-state temperatures
and thermal stresses in heat-generating infinite plates of constant con-
ductivity, and of conductivity that decreases linearly with temperature
as the temperature increases, for the case in which both faces of the
plate me equalJy cooled. In addition to exact formulas for the vsriable-
conductivity plates, simpler approximate formulas are derived, and
criteria for their applicability are indicated.

2. It is.shown that the plate surfaces are always under the ~eatest
tension, and the midplane is under the greatest conqmession, of all
planes in the plate.

3. A criterion is indicated for deterndning the surface cooling

a conditions under which the transient thermal shocks at the surface and
midplane will be smaller than, equal to, or greater than the steady-

. state thermal stresses at those planes. The shocks exceed the steady-
state stresses only when the initial surface-coolingconditions of the
‘transient state are mre severe than the surface-cooling conditions of

. the steady state. The criterion is expressed for heat-generating plates
by a simple relation between a steady-state heat-transfer parameter of
the heat-generating plate and the Biot number of the transient state.

___ ._— —__-_._—. -— ——-— .— —.————- -–-—- —
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4. The
and thermal

dimensionless parameters
stresses in materials of

derived by a similarity study of the

NACA TN 2988

.

governing the transient temperatures
linearly varying conductivity are
conduction equation and boundary

.

conditions of the transient state. A numerical technique for solving
the transient-state equations is indicated in detail. The method is
employed to obtain numerical values of the transient temperatures and
stresses for a variety of parameter conibinations,selected to test the
thermal shock criterion. ‘Theresults of the calculations substantiate
the shock criterion.

5. As a result of the study, an insight is obtained into the steady
and transient temperature and stress mchanisms in heat-generating plates
of constant conductivity and of conductivity that varies Mnearly with
temperature.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Adwi.soryCommittee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, April 21, 1953
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APPENDIX A

8YMWIS

The following symbols are used in this report:

symbol for the quantity 2(Ke/K~,o)(Ke/Ks,o - l)(q’” L2/2Kee8,0)

specific heat of plate material, Btu/lb-°F

modulus of elasticity, lb/sq

heat transfer coefficient in

heat transfer coefficient in

in.

transient state, Btu/sec-ft2-OF

steady state, Btu/sec-ft2-%

thermal conductivity of plate material, Btu/sec-ft-°F

thermal conductivity of plate material at temperature Te,
Btu/sec-ft-OF

therti conductivity of plate material at surface temperature,
Btu/sec-ft-%?

half-thickness of plate, ft

coefficient in equation for therml conductivity, (K= nfl?+ n)

nunber of thin segments into which plate thickness is divided

constant in equation for thermal conductivity, (K= ti + n)

heat flow per square foot of plate mea normal to direction
of heat flow, Btu/sec-ft2

heat generation per unit volume, Btu/sec-ft3

temperature, %

coordinate, distance of plane from plate midplane, ft

thermal diffusivity of plate material, ft2/sec

coefficient of linear therml expansion, ft/ft-OF

thickness of segment in a plate that has been Mvided into
N equal segments, ft

— ————— —- .—..— . —— —. ___ _. _
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e difference between local plate temperature T,
reference temperature Te, 8 s T - Te, OF

v Poisson’s ratio

P weight density of plate material, lb/ft3

a normal stress, lb/sq in.

NACA TN 2988

and constant

U* dimensionless stress parameter, a*s @-v)/BEes, o

T time, sec

Psmmeters:

hL@ Biot

hL/~ Biot
Te

number

nuniberwith plate conductivity evaluated at temperature

aZ/L2 Fourier numiber

o@/L2 Fourier nuniberwith plate conductivity evaluated at temperature
Te

Subscripts:

av average

c coolant of the steady state

e entipment of the transient

f fictive layer

state

i integal multiple of unit distance (@), i = 1, 2, 3, . . .,
and designates distance of local plane from prescribed
reference plane

i+l/2 multiple of unit distance, (Ax)

3 integral multiple of tit

m midplane of plate

H msximumvalue taken onby

t--increment (A%), j = 1, 2, 3, . .

variable
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Inin’ minimum value taken on by v-ariable

o steady state

B surface of plate

Y direction

z direction
~
E

..— ——— —---.. ———-— ——-— —.— .— -—z ——
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APPENDIX B

TEMF’IRATum8

NACA TN 2988

.

The temperatures in a plate are governed by the conservation of
heat in the plate interior and at the surface. Heat conservation in the
interior of a heat-generating plate of variable conductivity is expressed
by the familiar equation

“($$w=)+ql” (Bl)

If Te is an arbitrarily assignable constant, and G is defined as

e T-Te~ (B2)
,

equation (Bl) my be rewritten

“($3=H%3+q’”
Heat consermtion at a surface where the phte transfers heat to a
coolant is expressed by the standard relation

~ “ =-Ks(g)8=M%-ec)

where

(38= T8-Te

(B3)

(B4)

(B5)

and

ee=Tc-Te (B6)
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In the following discussion the plate is assumed to be equally cooled on
both faces, in both the steady and transient states.

Steady State

Heat-generating plate of constant conductivity. - In the steady state
the left metier of equation (B3) vanishes, and if the plate conductivity
is constant, equation (B3) simplifies to

(B7)

with the condition q’”> O because the plate generates heat. Direct
integration of equation (B7) and successive application of the conditions

that at x= O, ~ = O, and at x = *L, 19= Os,O) lead to the familiar

form

ee c1t,tL2

1 ()]

X2= S,o + ~ 1-
1

or

e
r=S,o

The difference between local

111 L2

[ ()]

Xz

l+:Kes,o 1 - I

and surface temperatures is

(B8)

(B9)

e-es o q,,, L2

[ ()]X2
e S,o ‘2Ke~,o 1 - I

neat-generating plates of variable conductivity. - If the plate
conductivity varies linearly with temperature} the equation for conduc-
tivity may be written

K=nfl!+n - l118+(IffCe+n)=m8+~ (B1O)

— —... —
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Then equation (B3) becomes for the steady state

Direct integration yields

(me+ %)g=-q’’’x+cl

(Bll)

Inasmuch asx=O at X= O, C1=O. A second integration yields
ax

Ill X2l~2+&e=-f2 z
z

+ C2

At the surfaces x = *L, 13= 19s,o;therefore)

C2=$
qll!L2

d,O + &es,o + 2

Thus

[

+n6J2+K#-+e:,o
,,,L2

q
[ d]

X2 so (B12)
+ %%,0 + 2 1-

Z

From equation (B1O),

&,o = roes,o + &

It is now assumed that K& ~ ~,o, or ~,o/~ ~ L wtich iS equivalent

to assuming that the arbitrarily prescribable reference temperature Te

is taken different from the steady-state surface temperature Ts,o, and

the q~tity Gs,o= (T~,o - Te) # 0. This assumption is made to permit

solution for the ratio 19/Os,o,and is not necessary if es,. is not

desired to enter in the denominator of the solution. Then

o
:
N
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KS,o - K=
m> eS,o

(B13)

When equation (B13) is substituted into (B12) and solved for @~,. by

the quadratic formula, the result is

e
, ‘&j-2(~)(#&-‘)(=)[’‘(:fl(B14)

—=
eS,o ~ %,0-—

%

Thus 0/9s,0 in the steady state is governedby x/L, q“’L2/<Os,o,

and Ks,o/Ke, anditis recalled that equation (B14)has meaning when

q“’#O,and Ks,o/Ke~l. Equation (B14)is notinconvenient to use;

nevertheless an approximate relation is instructive, and is discussed as
follows:

An

as

Approximate formula for 9/%,0 in variable-conductivityplates. -

approximate formula for e e~,o may be obtained from equation (B14)

follows. The equation is of the form

e
1
- %F

r=S,o K
JZ&l-K
e

(B15)

where

o=2(a)($2-‘)(fla[’d (B16)

On restricting considerations to values of $ z O (i.e.,plates for
which K decreases as temperature increases), on approxirWing ~~$
by (1 -’$/2), and on substituting for $ in equation (B15),

—-.— —— —.—
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on carrying through

Alternately,

the operations in the right member of

1 +
()d-....&

>

()KS,o%

[
1

e
8 ‘1’=2 E -WI-1 + ‘&o’%,oS,o —

(B17)

equation (B17),

(B18)

(B19)

Equation (B18) shows

which equation (B18) is a

varies directly with q’”

that the shape of ‘%,0
which is simply a reduced

that for the ranges of ~,o/& and @ in

satisfactory approximation, (e/e~.o) -1

L2/2K&6s,o and inversely with “~-:~/Ke, and

with x/L is a parabola. Equation (B19),

form of equation (B18), is of the same form as
the equation for a plate of constant conductivity, the conductivity
being that at the temperature of the plate surface. Thus equation (B19)
contains no provision for conductivityvariation in the plate interior,
and if the conductivity decreases as temperature increases, equation (B19)
will underestimate the plate interior temperatures (while if the conduc-
tivity increases with temperature the equation will overestimate the
interior temperatures). Equation (B19) also fails to indicate that a
limit exists for the feasible value of q‘“ L2/21Qs,o if conductivity

decreases as temperature increases, as is shown in the next section.

In order to consider the range of $ in which equation (B19) is a
suitable approximation, equation (B15) may first be written

.
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e
—=1+eS,o

35

(*) @ - im)

K
(B20)

l– S,o

A comparison of equations (B18) and (B20) shows that the approximation

resides in the quantity
[*- Jwchise@’O - an’()

measures the temperature rise in the plate interior. On replacing

[~- g b, ~+), on denoting the values in equations (B20) and

(B17) by the respective subscripts “exact” and “approximate,”and on
dividing equation (B20) by (B17), the result is

(T+a, O)exa.t =
:(1- fi)

(T-Ts,o)approximate
(B21)

The function of @ in equation (B21) has the limit unity as $ becomes
zero (x/L -*1), and increases steadily to the value 2 as $ increases
to its upper limit (t = 1). Thus whereas equation (B19) necessarily
gives the correct surface temperature, it underestimates the plate mid-
plane temperature by the greatest anmunt, and the exact difference between
midplane and surface temperatures may be twice as great ~ the value
given by equation (B19) if $ is unity at the midplane. (From eq. (B16)
it nay be seen that $ increases in the direction of the plate interior.)
If the error in (T-Ta,o) is defined by &

(T-Ts O)e==t
S(1+6)=

(T-Ts,oJapproximate

it is seen on solving for $

Thus, for

$ = 0.33,

‘$

in the relation

;(l-fi)

that the error e occurs when

(B22)

(B23)

example, (T-Ta,O)exact = 1.1 (T-T ) whens,o approximate
~d (T-Ta,o)exact ~ 1.2 (T-T )s,o approximate when $ = 0.56.

.—— -.——— .—— ———-
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I?/2K&0~,o when conductivity decreases with
.

Limitation on q’”

temperature. - Inasrmch as 19/6~,o is .iilwaysreal the expression under

the radical in equation (B14) must never be less than zero. If the plate
conductivity decreases as temperature increases a value of KS,ol%
smaller than unity is associated with a positive value of es,o, and a

value of ~,o/Ke greater than unity is associated tith a negative value

Of es,o. (&e possibility of a negative es,. arises because Te is
arbitrarily assignable.) For either combination of ~,o/Ke and tl$,o,

‘he ‘Wnt’ty 2&%)(&0-J (Qli::) ‘Spositive- ‘niwosiw g
the requirement that the radicand never be smaller than zero, the follow-
ing limitation on the feasible value of q’” ‘2/Xees,o is obtained.

()%3,0 2
T-

~ %,0-—
%

(B24)

where the symbol I I indicates absolute value. Physically the limitation
srises because if the assumed law of conductivity variation is valid the
conductivitybecomes “zero” at the plate midplane when the equa~ty in
expression (B24) is satisfied, and becomes “negative”when q’‘‘ Q/2K&o

exceeds the right meniberof relation (B24). (If the plate conductivity
increases as temperature increases there is no limitation on

q‘“ L’/~es,o, . the sole requirement is that the plate surface tempera-

ture never acquire the value for which the conductivity is ‘zero.”)

Relation between q’” L2/2&6Js,o and steady-state cooling condi-

tions. - The fact that a plate generating q’” uniformly throughout its
interior is maintained at a surface temperature es,. in the steady

state inqiliesdefinite cooling conditions in this state. This fact may
be used to obtain a relation for q’” L2/%%,o” I?romthe heat balance

hst (%,0 - ‘q * q’” L

.

—
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Both sides of the equation my be

q
111 ~2

()

1 %t L
2Kees,o=z &

37

multiplied by L/2K@s, o; hence,

(B25)

—. —.
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Iimmmx c

.

APPROXIMATE F’oRMmAs FOR STEADY-STATE STRESS IN Hl?AT-

GENEMTING PLATES OF LHtEMUY VARYING CONDUCTIVITY

The formulas derived in the Analysis section for surface and mid-
plane stresses in heat-generating plates of linesrly varying conductivity
are

*
(ss,O =

and

where

(cl)

(C2)

(C3)

Approximate formulas useful for rapid estimate of the stresses mybe
obtained as follows: From reference 4 (p. 91), for A< 1,

y::)= 2[A1’2+$’2+$”2+‘1.
If A is substantially smaller than unity (e.g., A< 0.2), terms

A3/2
beyond ~ may be neglected; hence,

(C4)

.

—— . ———— -——-——————— —— —
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Then

.

On substituting equation (C6)

39

(C5)

into equation (Cl),

Replacing 2A/3 by its equivalent from equation (C3), and carrying
through the algebraic operations, yields

The midplane stress may be approximated as follows: On

()
~~ by I-$, and on using equation (C6),

A
F)

(C7)

approximateing

)

A
~(1 -’)

2=3

.

ThUE

— — .— ———. . .
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.

It is seen from the first forms of appro~tiom (C7) and (C8) that if
A iS VerY smiu by coqmrison tith mtyj the surface and ~dplane

stresses sre directly proportional to q’” fi/~os,o and inverse~
.

proportional to K&,o/&; the second forms of equations (C7) and (C8)
show that when A is very small by comparison with unity, the plate
behaves as one having a conductivity that is constant at the value of
the plate surface.

Comparison of equations (C7) and (C8) with fornm.las(X3) and (14) of o
the Analysis for plates of constant conductivity shows that in a variable-

Cu
m

conductivity plate the surface temperature is farther from the average,
(u

and the midplane temperature closer to the average, than in plates of
constant conductivity.
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APPENDIX D

CALCULATION PROCEDURE

Temperature. - Steady-state temperatures were obtained by use of the
equations derived in appendix B and given as equations (9) and (10) of
the Analysis section. The transient temperatures were obtained as follows:

The plate transient temperatures are determinedly the initial tem-
perature distribution andby the conservation of heat. Heat conservation
in the plate interior and at the plate surfaces
by the well-known equations

()

be a ae
f’cz=az ‘&

and

is expressed alternately

(Dl)

(D2)

Inasnmch as only the early stages of the transient state were of interest
a finite-difference solution, which for extended time spans might be less
practical, was employed, as follows: In the accompanying sketch the
designations i-l, i, i+l refer to stations distant Ax from one another
in the plate interior; i-1/2 and i+l/2 represent half-way stations.
The curve ABC represents the local e distribution after @z time has
elapsed. If station i is considered in the next time interval AZ

e

___ ——-.-.——. —–——
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[ 1
ei,j+l- ei,j.

A%

If stations i-1/2 and i+l/2 are considered at time
of the 8 curve at these stations may be approximated
the chords AB and BC; thus,

,IAT the

TN 2988

(D3)

slopes
b~ the slopes of

() -(.J..Q J 3 ~Q -j 2’
2’ 2’

(D4)

(D5)

the neglect of the limit process, and use of equations (D4) and (D5),
leads

a

[XK

to the approxirmtion

1
ae ( H%~,j ei+l,j - =%+,3+ =i~,j)ei~j‘(%J ‘4
G ~,j- (A&

(D6)
/

On substitution of equations (D3) and (D6) into equation (Dl), and on
solution for ei,j+ly the obtained relation is

ei,j+l s ei,j {:,2%%)]!+

~ )(%2, j Oi+l,j + %-+, j ‘i-l,jA% ~

(AX)2
pc (D7)

o
ml
0)
ml

—-. . —
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If the 0 distribution at time jAr is known, equation (D7) permits
calculation of the e distribution in the plate interior at time
(j+l)A’c.

The temperatures prescribedby equation (D7) are constrainedly
equation (D2), to which the fictive-layer procedure was applied as recom-
mended in reference 5. In this procedure the assumption is rmde that
after the initial instant the temperatures at the plate surface and at
the interior station distant Ax/2 from the surface lie on a straight
line having the slope indicatedby equation (D2). It is also assumed
that this straight line naybe extended a distance Ax/2 to the exterior
of the plate, and that the so-introduced fictive layer of thickness Ax/2
may be treated as a segment of the plate. If ef is

the edge of the fictive layer (fig. 10) the algebraic
assumption is that

the EJ value at “

equivalent of the

where %x/2 is the value at station 1 of figure 10(a) or

ef,j = ‘9@2,j

Whereas this relation is employed for

[ 41-=
%,j

(D8)

1+ 2Ks,j

ef sfter the initial instant,

the value of ef at zero time is assumed to be given by the relation

(ef - eS)o be

()

. X!Q
~“ z S,o %,0

or

,f,o=es,o F-=) (D9)

— . ——-—–———–
.. ...————— ——..—
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A knowledge of 8f permits use of equation (D7) to determine temperatures
.

in the plate interior.

In applying equations (D7) through (D9) the increments AC and Ax
were constant throughout the calculation at values determined by the con-
vergence criterion indicated in reference 6.

Inasmuch as A’c and Ax mybe chosen arbitrarily
equation (DIO),the choice in this analysis was made

wherein & and ~n were

1

(D1O)

provided they satisfy
according to the

the respective maximum and minimum values

of plate conductivity occurring during the total time span under consid-
eration for therml shock. This choice insured that equation (D1O) would
always be satisfied.

Dimensionless parameters for presentation of specific numerical
results in a more generalJy useful form were derived by Nusselt’s method
of applying the $imilarity principle to heat transfer, as described in
reference 7. The derivation of heat flow parameters is shown in
appendix E.

Stress. - The stress was coqutedby use of eqwtion (8) of the
Analysis section. In the steady state, equations (13) and (14), and
(17) and (18) of the Analysis were employed. In the transient state,
the quantity (8/86,0)av was obtained by planimeter integration under

the transient curve of (e/es,o) over the plate thickness.

.
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APPENDIX E

PAMMEITRS m GOVERN TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE IN PLATES

OF IJ3TMRLY VARYING CONDUCTIVITY

For the transient state it is assumed that the plate suddenly ceases
generate heat and is simultaneously imersed in a cooling environment
constant temperature Te, to which the plate transfers heat by con-

stant heat-transfer coefficient h. Equation (B3) becomes

and equation (B4) becomes

It maY be noted that whereas in the steady state the

(El)

(E2)

temperature
Te was arbitrary, the use of (3 in equation (E2) implies that for the

transient state Te must be equal to the temperature of the transient-

state cooMng environment. In practice it is convenient to use the same
value of Te for both the steady and transient states, because the

results of the transient-state calculations depend on a knowledge of the
steady-state temperature distribution, and it is convenient to have the
original temperature distribution in the same terms as employed for the
transient-state calculations. If the thermal conductivity of the plate
is sufficiently linear in the temperature range of interest and can be
written

K=@’+n

it can be rewritten as

K=m(T- Te)+(fle+n)=m6+~ (E3a)

_.—___ .— - — — —— — _—. –—-
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Equations (El) and (E2) become in terms of e

=mlf3Z+~E@
()ax ax ax2

and

NACA TN 2988

●

(Ela)

g
N

(E2a)

The dimensionless groups which govern the transient temperatures
may be determined by Nusselt’s method of applying the similarity prin-
ciple to heat transfer (ref. 7). Accordingly, plate systems 1 and 2
sre now considered, and me required to be similar in geometry, time,
and temperature. If x, ‘c,and 13 represent local values, and if a,
b,.and f sre constant independent of x, r, and 6, the similarity
requirement is expressible as

(E4)

el= fez

The respective system constants, PC, Q, h, and m bear the constant
ratios
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.

(E4a)

(Pc)~ = g(Pc)2

‘e,l = i %,2

h1=jh2

ml . z%

It is noteworthy that ml # ~ implies nonparallelism of K with (1

in systems 1 and 2. The temperatures in plates 1 and 2 satisfy equa-
tion (Ela), i.e.,

i3e2 a ae2
(PC)2 ~

()

&2e2

“%& e2 — + %,2 —
2 ax2 2)X22

(E5)

(E6)

When equations (E4) and (E4a) are employed in equation (E5)

Equations (E5a) and (E6) are identical if

(E7)

(E7a)

——. —— _.. — —
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.

Use of equations (E4) and (E4a) in equation (E7) gives

2 = (Pc)l x12 ‘2 ‘e,2 = ~

m X22 %1 Ke,lF- ‘——

— .-

(~),=(:)2

Thus, one dimensionless group is Fourier’s modulus with the @ate thermal
diffusivity evaluated at the environment temperature. Equation (E8)

shows that the times at which the temperatures of similarly located points

( )J()‘e ‘e %2

are to be compared exe in the ratio -— u —. When equations (E4)
~2 22 T1 .

and (E4a) are used in equation (E7a)

%,2 . ~

%,1

or

% _ %,1 %
’92 %,2 ‘1

(E9)

Equation (E9) shows the actual ratio existing between temperature dif-
ference& 131 and e2 of similarly located points when considered at

the corresponding times designatedby equation (E8). The explicit value
of the 13 ratio does not appear in the case of materials of constant
thermal conductivity.

The dimensionless group that must have the same value in the two
plate systems if equation (E9) is to be satisfied naybe obtainedby
considering the surfaces of the two plates at zero time. If @s,. rep-

(E8)

sents initial temperature difference between surface and environment,
.

equation (9) requires that at T = Oy
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But from equation (E3a), n@~,o = KS,o - ~, where Ks,0 is the plate

conductivity at the initial surface temperature. Hence,

or

&$l=(!&)2 (E1O)

Thus for two plates of linearly varying conductivity, temperature sindllar-
ity can exist if the ratio of-plate conductivity at the initial surface
temperature to the plate conductivity at the environment temperature
is the same in both systems.

For systems in which equation (E1O) is satisfied equation (E4) is
also valid and

‘1 f ‘e,~~ (es,o~l
—==—
‘2 %2%=-

and

F%).=(%)2
8ystems 1 and 2 both satisfy equation (E2a). Thus

(ml)

(EM)

— ———.—.—— —. — .—— —
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and
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(E13)

On using equations (E4) and (E4a) in equation (E12),

Jf(he~)2=
(%) [@’9(%)J2 +(~) [~(2)J2

(E12a)

Equations (E12a) and (E13) are identical if

(jf) (a/if)=l

and

On using equations (E4) and (E4a) in (E14),

ja = ‘1 % ‘e,2———
~-~~Ke,l=l

or

(a=(-%)2

(E14)

(E15)

(E16)

Biot’s nmdulus with plate conductivity evaluated at environment tempera-
ture is another governing parameter. For temperature similarity of two
plate systems the heat-transfer coefficients wst be in the ratio

(L/Ke)2/(L/%)lo
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Equation (E15) yields again the requirement (mB/Ke)l= (m8/B&)2,

which was obtained from equation (E7a)~

Equations (E4)j (8), (10), (H), and (16) show that results of
numerical calculations for any type of initial temperature distribution
can be presented in a form useful for similar systems having the same
type of initial distribution by p~ots of e/es,. against hL/~, with

aeT/L2 as psrsmeter, for prescribed values of x/L ad ~,o&~ For

general usefulness, dimensionless temperatures for the entire range of
probable ~,o/Ke values, and for various values of hL/& and pres-

cribed initial distribution, require calculation. (Numeric~ results
for ~,o/Ke = 1 and 0.15 are presented in this report for the initial

temperature distribution occurring in a plate which in the steady state
generates heat uniforril.ythroughout its interior and is equally cooled
on both faces.)

It is noteworthy that the dimensionless groups for plates of linesr
conductivity and constant volumetric specific heat, exchanging heat in
the transient state with an environment of constant temperature Te,

aid.require the plate conductivity to be evaluated at the entionment
or surface temperature and include the dimensionless grOuP ~,o/Ke~

the ratio of plate conductitities at initial surface and at environment
temperatures. The ratio ~,o/Ke measures the rapiMty with which the

plate conductivity varies with temperature when es,. and Ke are

known, or indicates the AK experienced in going from Te to Ts.

.

___ —...——.—— _ —..— —- .——
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